
CU New Plant Construction



After a record setting for rain Spring of 
2019, we we eventually able to get 
shovels in the ground, and begin burying 
pipes and setting the filter building’s 
foundation.



There was a considerable amount of “dirt 
work” that we needed good weather for.



The project still in its early stages.



As summer turned to fall, things began to 
take shape.  

Pictured:  The double chamber detention
tank being formed up. 



Construction progess.



View of site from top of 
detention tank.  Ceiling forms in 
place, and walls for filter room 
being built.  



Fall turned to winter, and the building 
kept taking shape.  



Interior piping roughed in.  It was as cold 
as it looks too!



High Service Pumps resting on their 
pads.



Spring 2020.  Worked thru an electrical 
issue, and COVID kicked off.  If there was 
ever a year to NOT have a project like 
this, it was 2020!



In the summer things normalized, and 
work was able to resume.  Turning the 
lights on and bringing things online was 
very exciting.



Once the power was on, things began to 
come together quickly.  

Pictured: The PLC cabinet open, and
being initialized.



With the power on, tying together 
SCADA, the PLC, and controls became the 
main effort.  

Pictured: The SCADA overview screen.  A 
complete operating snapshot of the 
plant can be taken in.  We’ve since
customized this screen.



With the plant tied together and 
operational, we entered the “start up” 
phase.  Motor speeds, feed rates, and 
valve operation became the next main 
effort.

Pictured: The System Setpoint screen.



The main part of startup consisted of hitting operational design targets.  For our 
Simulwash process, the target is 166gpm (1).  We balanced motor speed (2) and valve 
opening (3) to attain the design target.  In this case, we achieved 163.4gpm (4).  

This is a trial and error process, and took some time to work through.



Same process occurred for Restratifaction Rate.  Restat requires 498gpm (1), so the 
motor operates a higher speed (2), the valve opens a different amount (3) and once 
these items were balanced, the targeted design flow rate was attained (4).   

Setting these variables can only be accomplished while the filters are dirty.  It’s
necessary to conduct these steps under actual operating conditions.  This part of 
startup took several weeks to dial in.



With everything set, a deep clean was 
performed.



High Service Pumps.



Filter skid in all its glory!!



Orthophosphate and Hypo storage room



Motor Control Center (MCC)



Filter building.  

Despite the fall drought, the grass grew!



Dual chamber detention tank and 600 
amp service pole.


